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Tennant s5 sweeper manual

This website or its third-party tools use cookies necessary for its operation and are necessary to achieve the goals illustrated by the cookie policy. If you wish to know more or withdraw your consent to all or some cookies, please refer to the cookie policy. By closing this banner, scroll
through this page by clicking the link or continuing to view otherwise, you agree to the use of cookies. 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 Need floor equipment? We can help. The 610 TENNANT S5 is a battery-powered cleaner. The compact device can safely manoeuvre on tight spaces
such as garment shelves and retail displays. Tennant S5 equipped with TwinMax sweeping technology; contraindizing brushes combine overthrow and direct principles of sweeping to capture large and small debris. The handle is adjustable, ergonomically designed to enhance the comfort
of the operator. Cleaning path: 24 inch (26 cm)Brush speed: 390 RPMMachine voltage: 12VSyuz level (ear operators): 62 dBAProduct length: 36.3 inch (92.3 cm)Width Product Height: 25.5 inch (65 cm)Product height: 22 inch (55.7 cm)Product weight (j/ battery): 121 lb (55 kg) 610
TENNANT S5 is a battery cleaner. The compact device can safely manoeuvre on tight spaces such as garment shelves and retail displays. Tennant S5 equipped with TwinMax sweeping technology; contraindizing brushes combine overthrow and direct principles of sweeping to capture
large and small debris. The handle is adjustable, ergonomically designed to enhance the comfort of the operator. Cleaning path: 24 inch (26 cm)Brush speed: voltage 390 RPMMachine: 12VSyo level (ear operators): 62 dBAProduct length: 36.3 inches (92.3 cm)) Width Product Height: 25.5
inch (65 cm)Product height: 22 inch (55.7 cm)Product weight (w/ battery): 121 lb (55 kg) Select Part Filter Category Can't find what you need? Click here or call 1-800-USA-CLEAN (0.00)stars with 5 # Ratings: 0 (Only registered customers can rate) S5 compact battery on battery walk by
sweeping Sweepscrub's excellent service was great for the job, they helped us get our old Nobles SS2001 floor machine to get back to life. Fast delivery and excellent customer service!!
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